Featuring a 24’ x 20’ stage deck (with 13’ of stage height) and the availability to be towed with a gooseneck hitch by a one ton truck, this is our most economical and versatile mobile stage. An additional 3,000 lbs. of cargo can be secured and hauled inside the enclosed trailer.

The APEX 2420 is equipped with steel wheels, hydraulic out-riggers, all steel floors, all steel construction trailer frame, two single axles, and a gas powered motor. Aluminum wheels, aluminum stairs, aluminum handrails, 70% blow-through back drops, 4’ x 8’ deck extensions, out-rigger pads, and a banner package can all be purchased for an additional price with this unit.

You decide which side of the stage is “upstage” and which is “downstage” by proper placement of the two taller corner towers. The 6” differential in height allows for drainage away from the front of the stage.

Ease of operation, maneuverable in tight areas, and budget friendly, this mobile stage maintains the professional APEX quality, and makes it “the perfect fit” for facilitating smaller venues.

Contact us for a quotation today!